Amtrol, Inc.
West Warwick, Rhode Island
401-884-6300

Amtrol, Inc. products meeting the cited standards:

ALT SERIES

AQ SERIES
Models: AQ20, AQ26, AQ32, AQ44, AQ62, AQ81, AQ86, AQ119

AT SERIES
Models: AT14, AT14H, AT20D, AT30, AT32, AT44

BARON SERIES
Models: BN4202, BN4202LE, BN4202XL, BN6000, BN6000LE, BN8003, BN8003LE, BN8205, BN8205LE, BN10050, BN10050LE, BN12051, BN12051LE, BN12055, BN17002, BN17002LE, BN17252, BN17255LE, BN22050, BN22050LE

CA SERIES
Models: CA3001, CA4202, CA6000, CA8003, CA8205, CA10050, CA12501, CA17002, CA17252, CA17255, CA22050

CHAMPION SERIES
Models: CH-14, CH-20, CH-26, CH-32, CH-34, CH-44, CH-62, CH-81, CH-86, CH-119, CH-252

HT SERIES

MAINLINE SERIES
Models: MLWF-14, MLWF -20, MLWF -26, MLWF -32, MLWF -44, MLWF -62, MLWF -81, MLWF -86, MLWF -119, MLWI2, MLWI4, MLWI8, MLWI12, MLWI14

PF SERIES
Models: PF-20, PF-26, PF-32, PF-34, PF-44, PF-62, PF-81, PF-86

TC TITAN COMPOSITE SERIES (new approved product)
Models: TC-20, TC-32, TC-44, TC-62

SF SERIES
Models: SF-20, SF-32, SF-34, SF-44, SF-62, SF-86, SF-119

SL SERIES
VALUE WELL SERIES
Models: VW-10, VW-14, VW-20, VW-26, VW-32, VW-34, VW-44, VW-62, VW-81, VW-86, VW-119

WELL-X-TROL SERIES

WF SERIES

WP SERIES

WTX SERIES